Abstract. In this article we obtain a rigid isotopy classification of generic pointed quartic curves (A, p) in RP 2 by studying the combinatorial properties of dessins. The dessins are real versions, proposed by S. Orevkov [6] , of Grothendieck's dessins d'enfants.
Introduction
The first part of Hilbert's 16th problem [5] asks for a topological classification of all possible pairs (RP 2 , RA), where RA is the real point set of a non-singular curve A of fixed degree d in the real projective plane RP 2 . The fact that any homeomorphism of RP 2 is isotopic to the identity implies that two topological pairs (RP 2 , RA) and (RP 2 , RB) are homeomorphic if and only if RA is isotopic to RB as subsets of RP 2 .
The moduli space RP
of real homogeneous polynomials of degree d in three variables (up to multiplication by a non-zero real number) has open strata formed by the non-singular curves (defined by polynomials with non-vanishing gradient in C 3 \ {0}) and a codimension one subset formed by the singular curves; the latter subset is an algebraic hypersurface called the discriminant. The discriminant into connected components, called chambers. Two curves in the same chamber can be connected by a path that does not cross the discriminant, and therefore every point of the path corresponds to a non-singular curve. Such a path is called a rigid isotopy. A version of Hilbert's 16th problem asks for a description of the set of chambers of the moduli space RP
, equivalently, for a classification up to rigid isotopy of non-singular curves of degree d in RP 2 . More generally, given a deformation class of complex algebraic varieties, one can ask for a description of the set of real varieties up to equivariant deformation within this class. In the case of marked curves (C, p) in RP 2 , the open strata correspond to non-singular curves C such that the tangent line T p C intersects C \ {p} transversally.
We use a correspondence between generic marked quartic curves (C, p) in RP 2 and dessins in D 2 with only a singular vertex, which is a nodal vertex. The above correspondence makes use of trigonal curves on the Hirzebruch surface Σ 2 . In this text, a trigonal curve is a complex curve C lying in a ruled surface such that the restriction to C of the projection provided by the ruling is a morphism of degree 3. We consider an auxiliary morphism of j-invariant type in order to associate to the curve C a dessin, a real version, proposed by S. Orevkov, of the dessins d'enfants introduced by A. Grothendieck.
In Section 1, we introduce the basic notions and discuss some properties of trigonal curves and the associated dessins in the complex and real case. We explain how the study of equivalence classes of dessins allows us to obtain information about the equivariant deformation classes of real trigonal curves.
In Section 2, we proved that a dessin lying on an arbitrary compact surface with boundary and having only one nodal vertex is weakly equivalent to a dessin having a decomposition as gluing of dessins corresponding to cubic curves in RP 2 . These combinatorial properties are valid in a more general setting than the one needed for the case of pointed quartic curves in RP 2 . In Section 3, we deal with a relation between plane curves and trigonal curves on the Hirzebruch surfaces and detail the case of plane cubic curves, which leads to the dessins that serve as building blocks for our constructions.
An application of Theorem 2.7 to the case of uninodal dessins representing real pointed quartic curves lead us to a combinatorial classification of these dessins.
The rigid isotopy classification classification of generic real pointed quartic was first obtained in [7] based on the relation between quartic curves and del Pezzo surfaces. Lastly, in Theorem 3.2 we explicit this rigid isotopy classification, represented by the figures in Tables 1 to 5 . This classification contains 20 classes determined by the number of ovals of the curve C, the parity of the oval containing the marked point p, the number of ovals that the tangent line T p C intersects, the number of connected components of C \ T p C, and in the maximal case, on the convexity of the position of the connected components of C \ T p C.
Trigonal curves and dessins
In this chapter we introduce trigonal curves and dessins, which are the principal tool we use in order to study the rigid isotopy classification of generic pointed smooth curves of degree 4 in RP 2 . The content of this chapter is based on the book [2] and the article [4] .
1.1. Ruled surfaces and trigonal curves.
Basic definitions.
A compact complex surface Σ is a (geometrically) ruled surface over a curve B if Σ is endowed with a projection π : Σ −→ B of fiber CP 1 as well as a special section E of non-positive self-intersection. Definition 1.1. A trigonal curve is a reduced curve C lying in a ruled surface Σ such that C contains neither the exceptional section E nor a fiber as component, and the restriction π| C : C −→ B is a degree 3 map.
A trigonal curve C ⊂ Σ is proper if it does not intersect the exceptional section E. A singular fiber of a trigonal curve C ⊂ Σ is a fiber F of Σ intersecting C ∪ E geometrically in less than 4 points.
A fiber F is singular if C passes through E ∩ F , or if C is tangent to F or if C has a singular point belonging to F (those cases are not exclusive). A singular fiber F is proper if C does not pass through E ∩ F . Then, C is proper if and only if all its singular fibers are. We call a singular fiber F simple if either C is tangent to F or F contains a node (but none of the branches of C is tangent to F ), a cusp or an inflection point. The set {b ∈ B | F b is a singular fiber } of points in the base having singular fibers is a discrete subset of the base B. We denote its complement by B # = B # (C); it is a curve with punctures. We denote by F 0 b the complement F b \ {F b ∩ E}.
1.1.2.
Deformations. We are interested in the study of trigonal curves up to deformation. In the real case, we consider the curves up to equivariant deformation (with respect to the action of the complex conjugation, cf. 1.1.7).
In the Kodaira-Spencer sense, a deformation of the quintuple (π : Σ −→ B, E, C) refers to an analytic space X −→ S fibered over an marked open disk S o endowed with analytic subspaces B, E, C ⊂ X such that for every s ∈ S, the fiber X s is diffeomorphic to Σ and the intersections B s := X s ∩B, E s := X s ∩E and C s := X s ∩C are diffeomorphic to B, E and C, respectively, and there exists a map π s : X s −→ B s making X s a geometrically ruled surface over B s with exceptional section E s , such that the diagram in An elementary deformation X −→ S is equisingular if for every s ∈ S there exists a neighborhood U s ⊂ S of s such that for every singular fiber F of C, there exists a neighborhood V π(F ) ⊂ B of π(F ), where π(F ) is the only point with a singular fiber for every t ∈ U s . An elementary deformation over D 2 is a degeneration or perturbation if the restriction to D 2 \ {0} is equisingular and for a set of singular fibers F i there exists a neighborhood V π(Fi) ⊂ B where there are no points with a singular fiber for every t = 0. In this case we say that C t degenerates to C 0 or C 0 is perturbed to C t , for t = 0.
1.1.3. Nagata transformations. One of our principal tools in this paper are the dessins, which we are going to associate to proper trigonal curves. A trigonal curve C intersects the exceptional section E in a finite number of points, since C does not contain E as component. We use the Nagata transformations in order to construct a proper trigonal curve out of a non-proper one. Definition 1.3. A Nagata transformation is a fiberwise birational transformation Σ −→ Σ consisting of blowing up a point p ∈ Σ (with exceptional divisor E ) and contracting the strict transform of the fiber F π(p) containing p. The new exceptional divisor E ⊂ Σ is the strict transform of E ∪ E . The transformation is called positive if p ∈ E, and negative otherwise.
The result of a positive Nagata transformation is a ruled surface Σ , with an exceptional divisor E such that −E 2 = −E 2 + 1. The trigonal curves C 1 and C 2 over the same base B are Nagata equivalent if there exists a sequence of Nagata transformations mapping one curve to the other by strict transforms. Since all the points at the intersection C ∩ E can be resolved, every trigonal curve C is Nagata equivalent to a proper trigonal curve C over the same base, called a proper model of C.
1.1.4.
Weierstraß equations. For a trigonal curve, the Weierstraß equations are an algebraic tool which allows us to study the behavior of the trigonal curve with respect to the zero section and the exceptional one. They give rise to an auxiliary morphism of j-invariant type, which plays an intermediary role between trigonal curves and dessins. Let C ⊂ Σ −→ B be a proper trigonal curve. Mapping a point b ∈ B of the base to the barycenter of the points in C ∩ F 0 B (weighted according to their multiplicity) defines a section B −→ Z ⊂ Σ called the zero section; it is disjoint from the exceptional section E.
The surface Σ can be seen as the projectivization of a rank 2 vector bundle, which splits as a direct sum of two line bundles such that the zero section Z corresponds to the projectivization of Y, one of the terms of this decomposition. In this context, the trigonal curve C can be described by a Weierstraß equation, which in suitable affine charts has the form (1)
where g 2 , g 3 are sections of Y 2 , Y 3 respectively, and x is an affine coordinate such that Z = {x = 0} and E = {x = ∞}. For this construction, we can identify Σ \ B with the total space of Y and take x as a local trivialization of this bundle. Nonetheless, the sections g 2 , g 3 are globally defined. The line bundle Y is determined by C. The sections g 2 , g 3 are determined up to change of variable defined by
. Hence, the singular fibers of the trigonal curve C correspond to the points where the equation (1) has multiple roots, i.e., the zeros of the discriminant section (2) ∆ := −4g
Therefore, C being reduced is equivalent to ∆ being identically zero. A Nagata transformation over a point b ∈ B changes the line bundle Y to Y ⊗ O B (b) and the sections g 2 and g 3 to s 2 g 2 and s 3 g 3 , where s ∈ H 0 (B, O B ) is any holomorphic function having a zero at b. Definition 1.4. Let C be a non-singular trigonal curve with Weierstraß model determined by the sections g 2 and g 3 as in (1) . The trigonal curve C is almost generic if every singular fiber corresponds to a simple root of the determinant section ∆ = −4g 3 2 − 27g 2 3 which is not a root of g 2 nor of g 3 . The trigonal curve C is generic if it is almost generic and the sections g 2 and g 3 have only simple roots.
1.1.5. The j-invariant. The j-invariant describes the relative position of four points in the complex projective line CP 1 . We describe some properties of the j-invariant in order to use them in the description of the dessins.
where λ is the cross-ratio of the quadruple (z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , z 4 ) defined as
The cross-ratio depends on the order of the points while the j-invariant does not. Since the cross-ratio λ is invariant under Möbius transformations, so is the j-invariant. When two points z i , z j coincide, the cross-ratio λ equals either 0, 1 or ∞, and the j-invariant equals ∞.
Let us consider a polynomial
is the discriminant of the polynomial, then
A subset A of CP 1 is real if A is invariant under the complex conjugation. We say that A has a nontrivial symmetry if there is a nontrivial permutation of its elements which extends to a linear map z −→ az + b, a ∈ C * , b ∈ C.
Lemma 1.6 ([2]
). The set {z 1 , z 2 , z 3 } of roots of the polynomial z 3 + g 2 z + g 3 has a nontrivial symmetry if and only if its j-invariant equals 0 (for an order 3 symmetry) or 1 (for an order 2 symmetry).
Proposition 1.7 ([2]
). Assume that j(z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ) ∈ R. Then, the following holds
• The j-invariant j(z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ) < 1 if and only if the points z 1 , z 2 , z 3 form an isosceles triangle. The special angle seen as a function of the j-invariant is a increasing monotone function. This angle tends to 0 when j tends to −∞, equals π 3 at j = 0 and tends to π 2 when j approaches 1.
• The j-invariant j(z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ) ≥ 1 if and only if the points z 1 , z 2 , z 3 are collinear.The ratio between the lengths of the smallest segment and the longest segment z l z k seen as a function of the j-invariant is a decreasing monotone function. This ratio equals 1 when j equals 1, and 0 when j approaches ∞.
1.1.6. The j-invariant of a trigonal curve. Let C be a proper trigonal curve. We use the j-invariant defined for triples of complex numbers in order to define a meromorphic map j C on the base curve B. The map j C encodes the topology of the trigonal curve C. The map j C is called the j-invariant of the curve C and provides a correspondence between trigonal curves and dessins. Definition 1.9. For a proper trigonal curve C, we define its j-invariant j C as the analytic continuation of the map
We call the trigonal curve C isotrivial if its j-invariant is constant.
If a proper trigonal curve C is given by a Weierstraß equation of the form (1), then
Theorem 1.10 ( [2] ). Let B be a compact curve and j : B −→ CP 1 a non-constant meromorphic map. Up to Nagata equivalence, there exists a unique trigonal curve
Following the proof of the theorem, j B −→ CP 1 leads to a unique minimal proper trigonal curve C j , in the sense that any other trigonal curve with the same j-invariant can be obtained by positive Nagata transformations from C j .
An equisingular deformation C s , s ∈ S, of C leads to an analytic deformation of the couple (B s , j Cs ).
Corollary 1.11 ([2]
). Let (B, j) be a couple, where B is a compact curve and j : B −→ CP 1 is a non-constant meromorphic map. Then, any deformation of (B, j) results in a deformation of the minimal curve C j ⊂ Σ −→ B associated to j.
The j-invariant of a generic trigonal curve C ⊂ Σ −→ B has degree deg(j C ) = 6d, where d = −E 2 . A positive Nagata transformation increases d by one while leaving j C invariant. The j-invariant of a generic trigonal curve C has a ramification index equal to 3, 2 or 1 at every point b ∈ B such that j C (b) equals 0, 1 or ∞, respectively. We can assume, up to perturbation, that every critical value of j C is simple. In this case we say that j C has a generic branching behavior.
1.1.7. Real structures. We are mostly interested in real trigonal curves. A real structure on a complex variety X is an anti-holomorphic involution c : X −→ X. We define a real variety as a couple (X, c), where c is a real structure on a complex variety X. We denote by X R the fixed point set of the involution c and we call X R the set of real points of c.
We say that a real curve (X, c) is of type I if X \ X R is disconnected, where X is the normalization of X.
1.1.8. Real trigonal curves. A geometrically ruled surface π : Σ −→ B is real if there exist real structures c Σ : Σ −→ Σ and c B : B −→ B compatible with the projection π, i.e., such that π • c Σ = c B • π. We assume the exceptional section is real in the sense that it is invariant by conjugation, i.e., c Σ (E) = E. Put π R := π| Σ R : Σ R −→ B R . Since the exceptional section is real, the fixed point set of every fiber is not empty, implying that the real structure on the fiber is isomorphic to the standard complex conjugation on CP 1 . Hence all the fibers of π R are isomorphic to RP 1 . Thus, the map π R establishes a bijection between the connected components of the real part Σ R of the surface Σ and the connected components of the real part B R of the curve B. Every connected component of Σ R is homeomorphic either to a torus or to a Klein bottle.
The ruled surface Σ can be seen as the fiberwise projectivization of a rank 2 vector bundle over B. Let us assume Σ = P(1 ⊕ Y), where 1 is the trivial line bundle over B and Y ∈ Pic(B). We put Y i := Y R | Bi for every connected component B i of B R . Hence Σ i := Σ R | Bi is orientable if and only if Y i is topologically trivial, i.e., its first Stiefel-Whitney class w 1 (Y i ) is zero. Definition 1.12. A real trigonal curve C is a trigonal curve contained in a real ruled surface (Σ,
The line bundle Y can inherit a real structure from (Σ, c Σ ). If a real trigonal curve is proper, then its j-invariant is real, seen as a morphism j C : (B, c B ) −→ (CP 1 , z −→z), where z −→z denotes the standard complex conjugation on CP 1 . In addition, the sections g 2 and g 3 can be chosen real.
Let us consider the restriction π| C R : C R −→ B R . We put
has generically a fiber with three elements. The trigonal curve C is hyperbolic if its real part is non-empty and all the connected components of B R are hyperbolic. Definition 1.13. Let C be a non-singular generic real trigonal curve. A connected component of the set {b ∈ B | Card(π|
is an oval if it is not a hyperbolic component and its preimage by π| C R is disconnected. Otherwise, the connected component is called a zigzag.
1.2.
Dessins. The dessins d'enfants were introduced by A. Grothendieck (cf. [8] ) in order to study the action of the absolute Galois group. We use a modified version of dessins d'enfants which was proposed by S. Orevkov [6] .
1.2.1. Trichotomic graphs. Let S be a compact connected topological surface. A graph D on the surface S is a graph embedded into the surface and considered as a subset D ⊂ S. We denote by Cut(D) the cut of S along D, i.e., the disjoint union of the closure of connected components of S \ D. Definition 1.14. A trichotomic graph on a compact surface S is an embedded finite directed graph D ⊂ S decorated with the following additional structures (referred to as colorings of the edges and vertices of D, respectively):
• every edge of D is color solid, bold or dotted,
• every vertex of D is black (•), white (•), cross (×) or monochrome (the vertices of the first three types are called essential ), and satisfying the following conditions:
(
every essential vertex is incident to at least 2 edges, (3) every monochrome vertex is incident to at least 3 edges, (4) the orientations of the edges of D form an orientation of the boundary ∂ Cut(D) which is compatible with an orientation on Cut(D), (5) all edges incident to a monochrome vertex are of the same color, (6) ×-vertices are incident to incoming dotted edges and outgoing solid edges, (7) •-vertices are incident to incoming solid edges and outgoing bold edges, (8) •-vertices are incident to incoming bold edges and outgoing dotted edges.
Let D ⊂ S be a trichotomic graph. A region R is an element of Cut(D). The boundary ∂R of R contains n = 3k essential vertices. A region with n vertices on its boundary is called an n-gonal region. We denote by D solid , D bold , D dotted the monochrome parts of D, i.e., the sets of vertices and edges of the specific color. On the set of vertices of a specific color, we define the relation u v if there is a monochrome path from u to v, i.e., a path formed entirely of edges and vertices of the same color. We call the graph D admissible if the relation is a partial order, equivalently, if there are no directed monochrome cycles. In the inverse sense, let S be a compact surface, which can be non-orientable or can have non-empty boundary. Let D ⊂ S be a trichotomic graph on S. Consider its complex double covering S −→ S (cf. [1] for details), which has a real structure given by the deck transformation, and put D ⊂ S the inverse image of D. The graph D is a graph on S invariant by the deck transformation. We use these constructions in order to identify real trichotomic graphs on real surfaces with their images on the quotient surface. The last theorem together with the Riemann existence theorem provides the next corollaries, for the complex and real settings.
Corollary 1.23 ([2]
). Let D ⊂ S be a dessin on a compact closed orientable surface S. Then there exists a complex structure on S and a holomorphic map j : S −→ CP 1 such that Dssn(j) = D. Moreover, this structure is unique up to deformation of the complex structure on S and the map j in the Kodaira-Spencer sense.
Corollary 1.24 ([2]
). Let D ⊂ S be a dessin on a compact surface S. Then there exists a complex structure on its double cover S and a holomorphic map j : S −→ CP 1 such that j is real with respect to the real structure c of S and Dssn c (j) = D. Moreover, this structure is unique up to equivariant deformation of the complex structure on S and the map j in the Kodaira-Spencer sense.
Deformations of dessins.
In this section we describe the notions of deformations which allow us to associate classes of non-isotrivial trigonal curves and classes of dessins, up to deformations and equivalences that we explicit. 
Corollary 1.29 ([2]
). Let S be a complex compact curve, j : S −→ CP 1 a nonconstant holomorphic map, and let
Due to Theorem 1.28, the deformation j t given by Corollaries 1.29 and 1.30 is equisingular in the sense of Definition 1.27 if and only if all perturbations and degenerations of the dessins on the chain D 0 , D 1 , . . . , D n are equisingular.
Trigonal curves and their dessins.
In this section we describe an equivalence between dessins.
1.3.1. Correspondence theorems. Let C ⊂ Σ −→ B be a non-isotrivial proper trigonal curve. We associate to C the dessin corresponding to its j-invariant Dssn(C) := Dssn(j C ) ⊂ B. In the case when C is a real trigonal curve we associate to C the image of the real dessin corresponding to its j-invariant under the quotient map, Dssn c (C) := Dssn(j C ) ⊂ B/c B , where c B is the real structure of the base curve B.
So far, we have focused on one direction of the correspondences: we start with a trigonal curve C, consider its j-invariant and construct the dessin associated to it. Now, we study the opposite direction. Let us consider a dessin D on a topological orientable closed surface S. By Corollary 1.23, there exist a complex structure B on S and a holomorphic map j D : B −→ CP 1 such that Dssn(j D ) = D. By Theorem 1.10 and Corollary 1.11 there exists a trigonal curve C having j D as j-invariant; such a curve is unique up to deformation in the class of trigonal curves with fixed dessin. Moreover, due to Corollary 1.29, any sequence of isotopies, perturbations and degenerations of dessins gives rise to a piecewise-analytic deformation of trigonal curves, which is equisingular if and only if all perturbations and degenerations are.
In the real framework, let (S, c) a compact close oriented topological surface endowed with a orientation-reversing involution. Let D be a real dessin on (S, c). By Corollary 1.24, there exists a real structure (B, c B ) on (S, c) and a real map
By Theorem 1.10, Corollary 1.11 and the remarks made in Section 1.1.8, there exists a real trigonal curve C having j D as j-invariant; such a curve is unique up to equivariant deformation in the class of real trigonal curves with fixed dessin. Furthermore, due to Corollary 1.30, any sequence of isotopies, perturbations and degenerations of dessins gives rise to a piecewise-analytic equivariant deformation of real trigonal curves, which is equisingular if and only if all perturbations and degenerations are. This definition is meant so that two reduced dessins are elementary equivalent if and only if they can be connected up to homeomorphism by a sequence of isotopies, equisingular perturbations and degenerations.
The following theorems establish the equivalences between the deformation classes of trigonal curves we are interested in and elementary equivalence classes of certain dessins. We use these links to obtain different classifications of curves via the combinatorial study of dessins.
Theorem 1.33 ([2]
). There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of equisingular deformation classes of non-isotrivial proper trigonal curves C ⊂ Σ −→ B with A type singular fibers only and the set of elementary equivalence classes of reduced dessins D ⊂ B.
Theorem 1.34 ([2]
). There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of equivariant equisingular deformation classes of non-isotrivial proper real trigonal curves C ⊂ Σ −→ (B, c) with A type singular fibers only and the set of elementary equivalence classes of reduced real dessins D ⊂ B/c.
Theorem 1.35 ([2]
). There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of equivariant equisingular deformation classes of almost generic real trigonal curves Analyzing 'events of codimension one', one can see that, after a homeomorphism, two reduced dessins can be connected by a sequence of isotopies and/or equisingular perturbations and degenerations if and only if they are equivalent in the sense of the above definition. In the complex case, the only move required is the monochrome modification, Figure 4 .1(a). For generic real dessins, the set of moves is restricted to This correspondences can be extended to trigonal curves with more general singular fibers (see [2] ). Definition 1.36. Let C ⊂ Σ −→ B be a proper trigonal curve. We define the degree of the curve C as deg(C) := −3E
2 where E is the exceptional section of Σ. For a dessin D, we define its degree as deg(D) = deg(C) where C is a minimal proper trigonal curve such that Dssn(C) = D.
1.3.2.
Real generic curves. Let C be a generic real trigonal curve and let D := Dssn c (C) be a generic dessin. The real part of D ⊂ S is the intersection D ∩ ∂S. For a specific color * ∈ {solid, bold, dotted}, D * is the subgraph of the corresponding color and its adjacent vertices. The components of D * ∩ ∂S are either components of ∂S, called monochrome components of D, or segments, called maximal monochrome segments of D. We call these monochrome components or segments even or odd according to the parity of the number of •-vertices they contain.
Furthermore, we refer to the dotted monochrome components as hyperbolic components. A dotted segment without ×-vertices of even index is referred to as an oval if it is even, or as a zigzag if it is odd. 
Lemma 1.38 ([4]). A trigonal curve is of type I if and only if the homology class
In view of the last lemma, we can represent a trigonal curve of type I as the union of two orientable surfaces C + and C − , intersecting at their boundaries C + ∩ C − = ∂C + = ∂C − . Both surfaces, C + and C − , are invariant under the real structure of C. We define
where χ BIm is the characteristic function of the set B Im . These maps are locally constant over B # , and since B # is connected, the maps are actually constant. Moreover, m + + m − = 3, so we choose the surfaces
We can label each region R ∈ Cut(D) where D = Dssn(C) according to the label on C + . Given any point b ∈ R on the interior, the vertices of the triangle π| 
We can also label the interior edges according to the adjacent regions in the following way:
• every solid edge can be of type 1 (i.e., both adjacent regions are of type 1) or type 1 (i.e., one region of type 2 and one of type 3); • every bold edge can be of type 3 or type 3;
• every dotted edge can be of type 1, 2 or 3.
We use the same rule for the real edges of D. Note that there are no real solid edges of type 1 nor real bold edges of type 3 (otherwise the morphism C + −→ B would have two layers over the regions of D adjacent to the edge).
Theorem 1.39 ([4]).
A generic non-hyperbolic curve C is of type I if and only if the regions of D admit a labeling which satisfies the conditions described above.
Uninodal dessins
Generic trigonal curves are smooth. Smooth proper trigonal curves have nonsingular dessins. Singular proper trigonal curves have singular dessins and the singular points are represented by singular vertices. A generic singular trigonal curve C has exactly one singular point, which is a non-degenerate double point (node). Moreover, if C is a proper trigonal curve, then the double point on it is represented by a ×-vertex of index 2 on its dessin. In addition, if C has a real structure, the double point is real and so is its corresponding vertex, leading to the cases where the ×-vertex of index 2 has dotted real edges (representing the intersection of two real branches) or has solid real edges (representing one isolated real point, which is the intersection of two complex conjugated branches).
→z).
Since a real dessin on (CP 1 , z −→z) descends to the quotient, we represent toiles on the disk.
In Proof. Let D be a dessin on S. Let e be a bridge of D lying on a connected component of ∂S. Let u and v be the endpoints of e. Since e is a bridge, there exists at least one real vertex w = u of D adjacent to v. If w is an essential vertex, destroying the bridge is an admissible elementary move. Otherwise, the vertex w is monochrome of the same type as u and v, and the edge connecting v and w is another bridge e of D. The fact that every region of the dessin contains on its boundary essential vertices implies that after destroying the bridge e the regions of the new graph have an oriented boundary with essential vertices. Therefore the resulting graph is a dessin and destroying that bridge is admissible. A real singular ×-vertex v of index 2 in a dessin can be perturbed within the class of real dessins on the same surface in two different ways. Locally, when v is isolated, the real part of the corresponding real trigonal curve has an isolated point as connected component of its real part, which can be perturbed to a topological circle or disappears, when v becomes two real ×-vertices of index 1 or one pair of complex conjugated interior ×-vertices of index 1, respectively. When v is nonisolated, the real part of the corresponding real trigonal curve has a double point, which can be perturbed to two real branches without ramification or leaving a segment of the third branch being one-to-one with respect to the projection π while being three-to-one after two vertical tangents (see Figure 4) . Let us consider a dessin D lying on a surface S having a cut or an axe T . Assume that T divides S and consider the connected components S 1 and S 2 of S \ T . Then, we can define two dessins D 1 , D 2 , each lying on the compact surface S i ⊂ S, respectively for i = 1, 2, and determined by
, where ϕ i : T i −→ S is the inclusion of one copy T i of T into S, and the dessin D := (D\T ) T 1 T 2 /ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 .
By these means, a dessin having a cut or an axe determines either two other dessins of smaller degree or a dessin lying on a surface with a smaller fundamental group. Moreover, in the case of an axe, the resulting dessins have one singular vertex less. Considering the inverse process, we call D the gluing of D 1 and D 2 along T or the gluing of D with itself along T 1 and T 2 . Proposition 2.5. A non-hyperbolic uninodal dessin is elementary equivalent to a peripheral one.
Proof. We proceed by contradiction: let us assume that D is a non-hyperbolic uninodal dessin, which is not elementary equivalent to a peripheral one. Let us choose a dessin D within the class of elementary equivalence of D having a minimal number of inner essential vertices. By Corollary 2.3, we can assume that D is a bridge-free dessin.
We call an inner chain a chain of vertices v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v k within D such that every edge [v i , v i+1 ], 0 ≤ i < k and every vertex v i , 0 ≤ i < k are inner. Let us assume that there is an inner chain v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v k of minimal length starting at a vertex v 0 , which is either white or black, arriving to a non-hyperbolic real component.
We pick the inner chain in a way that either the ending vertex v k is monochrome or every other inner chain of minimal length from a black or white vertex to the boundary ends in an essential vertex. This assumption and the fact that D is a bridge-free dessin assure the monochrome modifications we make are admissible. We study the possible configurations of the chosen inner chain in order to do elementary modifications decreasing the number of inner essential vertices.
Case 0: v k is a monochrome vertex and v k−1 is either black or white. Thus, the number of inner essential vertices is reduced after an elementary move of type •-out or •-out. Figure 5b) , the creation of a bold bridge brings us to Case 0. Case 1.2.2: v k is black and v k−1 is white, and the above-mentioned region R contains the nodal vertex n. By the minimality condition of the chain, the vertex n is an elliptic nodal vertex (since R is a triangle, and v k−1 is not connected to a monochrome vertex) and the inner solid edge of v k connects it to a vertex u, at the boundary beside n. We look at the solid real edge of v k , which connects v k with a vertex v, either an index 1 ×-vertex (since D is a uninodal dessin) or a monochrome vertex. When the vertex v is a ×-vertex, there is a real dotted edge incident to v where the construction of a dotted bridge brings us to Case 0.
When the vertex v is a monochrome vertex, let e be its inner solid edge. This edge connects the boundary with either another monochrome vertex or with an inner ×-vertex. If e is adjacent to another monochrome vertex w, since D is a uninodal bridge-free dessin, the vertex w belongs to a solid segment ending in two real ×-vertices, each defining a real dotted edge. Thus, creating a bridge with one of the inner dotted edge of v k−1 at the real dotted edge in the same region brings us to Case 0. Otherwise, the edge e connects v to an inner ×-vertex w. A monochrome modification defines an edge connecting w to v k−1 . Since D is a bridge-free dessin, v has two black neighbors. An elementary move of type •-in at v, followed by an elementary move of type •-out at u, connects v k−1 to the boundary at a monochrome vertex as in Case 0.
Case 2.1: v k is white and v k−1 is a ×-vertex. Hence, k ≥ 2 and v k−2 is black. Therefore, creating a bold bridge brings us to Case 0 (see Figure 5c ). Case 2.2: v k is white and v k−1 is black. We look at the neighboring vertices of v k . If there is a ×-vertex of index 1, creating a solid bridge at the incident solid edge brings us to Case 0 (see Figure 5d) . Otherwise, let a be one of its monochrome neighbor such that the region R containing the edges [v k , v k−1 ] and [v k , v], as in the left part of Figure 6a , does not contain the nodal vertex. Let w be the white neighboring vertex of a other than v k . We replace the original chain by the chain v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v k−1 , w. Since the real component is non-hyperbolic, after a finite number of iterations, the vertex v k will have a ×-vertex of index 1 as neighbor.
Case 3: v k is monochrome and v k−1 is a ×-vertex. Then k ≥ 2 and v k−2 is either white or black. We can perform a monochrome modification in order to connect v k−2 with one of the real neighbors of v k and bring us to Case 1.2 (see Figure 6b) or to Case 2.2 (see Figure 6c) .
(c) Figure 6 Case 4: v k is the nodal vertex. Let R be one of the regions containing the edge
Let e be the edge in the boundary of R, incident to v k−1 and different from [v k−1 , v k ]. If v k−1 is black, the edge e is bold and connects v k−1 with a white vertex v. If v is an inner white vertex, the creation of a dotted bridge, followed by an elementary move of type •-out reduces the number of inner essential vertices (see Figure 7a) . Otherwise, v is a real white vertex. We consider instead the chain v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v k−1 , v as in Case 2.
Finally, if v k−1 is a white vertex, the edge e must connect v k−1 to a black vertex v. If v is an inner black vertex, the creation of a solid bridge, followed by an elementary move of type •-out reduces the number of inner essential vertices (see Figure 7b) . Otherwise, v is a real black vertex. We consider instead the chain v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v k−1 , v as in Case 1.
In the case when all black or white inner vertices have no inner chain to a nonhyperbolic component, let us consider a black or white inner vertex v 0 , and let v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v k be a minimal inner chain connecting v 0 to a hyperbolic component. By the aforementioned considerations, the vertex v 0 must be black. In this setting, every hyperbolic component is connected to a non-hyperbolic component through a chain C = {u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u} free of inner black or white vertices. Up to monochrome modifications, the vertex v 0 belongs to a region whose boundary contains the inner chain C. Thus, the vertices v 0 and u belong to the same region R.
Case 5.1: the vertex u is monochrome. If it is solid or bold, the creation of a bridge on the real solid edge incident to u in the region R with an inner solid edge incident to v 0 brings us to Case 0. If the vertex u is dotted, it has a real neighboring ×-vertex in the region R determining a solid segment where the creation of a solid bridge with an inner solid edge incident to v 0 brings us to Case 0.
Case 5.2: the vertex u is nodal. Since the chain C has no inner black vertices, u has real solid edges. Thus, the creation of a solid bridge on the real solid edge incident to u in the region R with an inner solid edge incident to v 0 brings us to Case 0.
Case 5.3: the vertex u is white or black. If the vertex u is white, it has real bold edges. Thus, the creation of a bold bridge on the real bold edge incident to u in the region R with an inner bold edge incident to v 0 brings us to Case 0. Otherwise, the vertex u is black. If in the region R a bold real edge is incident to u, the creation of a bold bridge with an inner bold edge incident to v 0 brings us to Case 0. Otherwise, a solid monochrome modification between the inner solid edges incident to u and v 0 in the region R brings us to a configuration where the creation of a bold bridge on the real bold edge incident to u with an inner bold edge incident to v 0 brings us to Case 0. Proof. By Corollary 2.3, we can suppose that the dessin is bridge-free. Let v 0 , . . . , v k be a minimal length chain from an inner white vertex v 0 to a real vertex v k . The vertex v 0 is the only white inner vertex in the chain. Since every inner black or ×-vertex is connected to a white vertex, the length k is at most three.
Since the dessin is hyperbolic, if k = 1, then v k is a monochrome vertex. An elementary move of type •-out reduces the number of inner white vertices. If k = 2, then v 1 is black and v 2 is white or a nodal vertex. In the case when v 2 is white, we consider the solid edge e incident to v 1 between the edges
Let v be the ×-vertex of the edge e. If v is an inner ×-vertex, a monochrome modification and the creation of a dotted bridge followed by an elementary move of type •-out reduces the number of inner white vertices (see Figure 8a) . Otherwise, the vertex v is a nodal vertex and the creation of a dotted bridge followed by an elementary move of type •-out reduces the number of inner white vertices (see Figure 7a ). When the vertex v 2 is nodal, we look at the white vertices connected to v 1 . If the black vertex v 1 is connected to a real white vertex v, we consider the chain v 0 , v 1 , v instead.
If k = 3, the colors of the vertices v 1 , v 2 , v 3 are either ×, black and white, or black, × and monochrome, respectively. Due to the length minimality of the chain, in the former case every white vertex connected to v 2 is real, and the number of inner white vertices can be reduced by the creation of a dotted bridge followed by an elementary move of type •-out (see Figure 8b) ; in the latter case every white vertex connected to v 1 is inner, thus any of the white vertices connected to v 1 within the region containing the edge v 2 , v 3 becomes real after the creation of a dotted bridge and an elementary move of type •-out (see Figure 8c) , reducing the number of inner white vertices.
(a) (b) (c) Figure 8 Theorem 2.7. A non-hyperbolic uninodal real dessin D on a surface S of degree higher than 3 is weakly equivalent either to the gluing of dessins of smaller degree, or to the gluing of two real edges of a dessin D . In both cases, the gluing corresponds to either a dotted cut or an axe.
Proof. Let D 1 be a dessin within the weak equivalence class of D, maximal with respect to the number of zigzags (equivalently, minimal with respect to the number of inner ×-vertices). The dessin D 1 is non-hyperbolic; therefore, by Proposition 2.5, the dessin D 1 is elementary equivalent to a peripheral dessin D 0 , which we can assume bridge-free, by Corollary 2.3. A dotted cut is an inner dotted edge c connecting two monochrome vertices. If the dessin D 0 has a cut or an axe c, then cutting through the edge c either defines two dessins D 1 and D 2 (in the case when S \ c is disconnected), or it defines one dessin D on a surface S (then D 0 is the image by the gluing of two different edges in S ). Let us assume D 0 has no dotted cut nor an axe. Let T be the nodal vertex of D 0 , let e be the inner edge incident to T and let S be the monochrome segment containing T . The edge e connects T with a real vertex v, which is either black (if e is solid) or white (if e is dotted).
Case 1: the edge e is dotted and the vertex v is white. Let us consider one region R adjacent to e. In the case when the edge e divides the surface S, let us assume that R is on the connected component with a maximal number of black vertices. Let u be the real neighbor vertex of v in R. Case 1.1: the vertex u is monochrome. Let us assume that u has a real white neighbor vertex v different than v. The vertex v has an inner dotted edge e . If the edge e connects v with a monochrome vertex w, an elementary move of type •-in at u followed by an elementary move of type •-out at w produces a dotted axe. Otherwise, the edge e connects v with an inner ×-vertex w.
If the vertex u defines a bold cut, since the dessin is bridge-free, an elementary move of type •-in at u followed by an elementary move of type •-out along the cut brings us to a configuration where, up to monochrome modifications, the vertex w can be set up in order to create a zigzag, contradicting the maximality of the number of zigzags of D 0 .
Otherwise, the vertex u is connected to a real black vertex w . If the vertex w has a real neighbor ×-vertex w , we can create a dotted axe, either by creating a dotted bridge with the edge e if w belongs to R or by creating a dotted bridge with the edge e beside w and proceeding as v is connected to a monochrome vertex, if the vertex e is contained on the region containing w . If the vertex w is neighbor to a monochrome vertex w , an elementary move of type •-in at w followed by an elementary move of type •-out at u bring us to a setting around w where we can create a zigzag.
If the vertex w is connected to the nodal vertex T , up to a solid monochrome modification, the vertices w and w are connected. In this case, an elementary move of type •-in, followed by the creation of a bold bridge beside v and an elementary move of type •-out bring us to a setting around w where we can create a zigzag.
One special case is when v belongs to a monochrome boundary component, having a bold monochrome vertex u with inner edge e . If the vertex u is connected by e to a black vertex w neighbor to a real ×-vertex determining a dotted segment where the creation of a bridge with e produces an axe. If the vertex u is connected by e to a monochrome vertex w or to a black vertex neighbor to a solid monochrome vertex w , then an elementary of type •-in at w or w followed by an elementary move of type •-out at u brings us to the configuration where v has to black real neighbors u 1 , u 2 , they three being the only essential vertices of that connected component of the boundary.
If one of the black vertices u 1 or u 2 is connected to an inner ×-vertex w, a dotted monochrome modification connects w with v and the creation of a bold bridge brings us to a setting around w where we can create a zigzag.
If one of the black vertices u 1 or u 2 is connected to a solid monochrome vertex w not in the segment S, its real neighbor on the region R is a ×-vertex since the dessin is bridge-free, determining a dotted segment where the creation of a bridge with e produces an axe.
In the remaining case, both black vertices u 1 and u 2 are connected to solid monochrome vertices w 1 and w 2 , respectively, neighbors of the nodal vertex T . Since the dessin is bridge-free, each w i (i = 1, 2) is neighbor to a non-singular ×-vertex w i , respectively. If a vertex u i (i = 1, 2) is connected to a bold monochrome vertex, an elementary move of type •-in at it followed by the creation of a dotted bridge beside w i (if needed) and an elementary move of type •-out set the vertex u i connecting to a white vertex w i neighbor to w i , respectively. If a vertex u i (i = 1, 2) is connected to a white vertex and the vertex w i is connected to a dotted monochrome vertex, the creation of a dotted bridge after a bold monochrome modification produces a cut. In any case, up to a bold monochrome modification, we can assume each vertex u i connected to a white vertex w i neighbor to w i , respectively.
Let u be the solid monochrome vertex neighbor to u 1 and u 2 . If the vertex u is connected to an inner ×-vertex, then the creation of dotted bridges (if needed) at the dotted segments determined by w i produces a cut. Otherwise, the vertex u determined a solid cut, with monochrome vertex u having as neighbor ×-vertices w i . If one of the ×-vertices w 1 or w 2 is neighbor to a monochrome vertex, the creation of a dotted bridge beside w i produces a cut. Otherwise, each w i is neighbor to a white vertex v i . It can happen that v i = w i for one i = 1, 2 but not for both since the degree is greater than 3. Let i 1 be an index for which v i1 = w i1 and let i 0 ∈ {1, 2} \ {i 1 }. If the vertex v i0 is neighbor to a dotted monochrome vertex, the creation of a bridge beside w i0 produces a cut. Otherwise, v i0 is neighbor to a ×-vertex determining a zigzag. We do a bold monochrome modification so u i0 is connected to v i0 . Then, an elementary move of type •-in at u followed by an elementary move of type •-out through the solid cut and the creation of a bridge bring us to a setting around v i0 where we destroy the zigzag and the remaining bridge. The resulting configuration has an inner ×-vertex having a dotted edge. The creation of a dotted bridge beside v i1 followed by the creation of a bridge beside w i1 produces a cut.
Otherwise, the vertex u is connected by e to a black vertex w neighbor of T . In this setting, we look at the inner solid edge f of w. If the edge f connects w with a monochrome vertex w , which has a ×-vertex w neighbor in the region determined by e and f since the dessin is bridge-free, then the creation of a bridge with e on the dotted segment determined by w produces an axe. If the edge f connects w with an inner ×-vertex w , we look at the real neighbor vertex w of w. If the vertex w is white, up to a monochrome modification it is connected to w and the creation of a bold bridge bring us to a setting around w where we can create a zigzag. If the vertex w is monochrome, then an elementary move of type •-in at w , followed by an elementary move of type •-out and a dotted monochrome modification to connect v with w bring us to a setting around w where we can create a zigzag. Case 1.2: the vertex u is black. Let f to be the inner solid edge of u and let w to be the vertex connected to u by f . If the vertex w is monochrome and neighbor to an index 1 ×-vertex on the region R, it determines a dotted segment in which the creation of a bridge with e produces an axe. If the vertex w is monochrome and neighbor to the nodal vertex T , it has a real neighbor ×-vertex w . Then, we ask for the real neighbor vertex w of u. If the vertex w is monochrome, an elementary move of type •-in at w followed by an elementary move of type •-out at w and the destruction of a possible bridge, repeated a finite number of times, bring us to Case 1.1 or a considered case.
If the vertices w and w are index 1 ×-vertices, we consider the bold inner edge f of u. If the edge f connects u to a monochrome vertex within a monochrome component with on essential vertex u , then the creation dotted bridges with the inner edge of u beside w and w produces a dotted cut. It can not happen that the vertices w and w are real neighbors of the same dotted monochrome vertex since the degree of the dessin is greater than 3. If the edge f connects u to a monochrome vertex w having two real neighbors, then an elementary move of type •-in at w followed by the creation of a dotted bridge beside w , an elementary move of type •-out and the creation of a bridge beside w produce a dotted cut.
If the edge f connects u to a white vertex u , then the vertex u cannot be a real neighbor of w and w since the degree is greater than 3. If the vertex w has a real neighbor monochrome vertex, then the creation of a dotted bridge beside u produces a dotted cut. Otherwise we can assume the vertex u is a real neighbor of w , up to a monochrome modification. If one of the vertices u and w has a real neighbor monochrome vertex, then the creation of a dotted bridge produces a dotted cut. If in the region determined by the edges f and f there is a dotted inner edge, up to the creation of bridges beside the vertices u and w there exists a dotted cut. If the vertex u has a real neighbor ×-vertex connected to a solid cut, an elementary move of type •-in followed by an elementary move of type •-out bring us to the case where the vertex u has a real neighbor ×-vertex connected to a real black vertex b. Constructing a solid bridge with the edge f beside the vertex b results in a solid cut and allows us to destroy the zigzag determined by u . An elementary move of type •-in followed by an elementary move of type •-out along the cut, elementary moves of type •-in and •-out and the creation of a zigzag bring us to a configuration where we can restart the algorithm. Since the degree is greater than 3 and the dotted edge of the nodal vertex T is dividing, we do not obtain a cyclic argument.
If the vertex w is equal to the nodal vertex, then the creation of a dotted bridge with the edge e beside the vertex u results in the creation of a dotted axe.
If the vertex w is equal to the nodal vertex, we look at the inner bold edge f of u. If the edge f connects the vertex u to a white vertex belonging to a dotted segment where the creation of a dotted bridge with the edge e creates an axe. If the edge f has a monochrome vertex, then there is a white vertex b in the region determined by the edges f and f . If the inner dotted edge of the vertex b connects it to a monochrome vertex, then we can create an axe by constructing a bridge with the edge e by either eluding the monochrome boundary component containing b or by performing elementary moves of type •-in and •-out on the dotted segment. If the inner dotted edge of the vertex b connects it to a ×-vertex vertex, monochrome modifications to join it to the vertices u and v and the creation of a bold bridge allow us to create a zigzag, which implies that the dessin D 0 has not a maximal number of zigzags.
Case 2: the edge e is solid and the vertex v is black.
Case 2.1: the vertex v has a real bold edge connecting to a white vertex u, having an inner dotted edge f . The edge f cannot connect u to an inner ×-vertex, since a monochromatic modification would allows us to create a zigzag. Since the dessin is peripheral, the edge f connects u to a monochrome vertex w. If the vertex w is not a real neighbor of the nodal vertex T , the creation of a bridge with the edge f beside T produces a dotted cut. Otherwise, the vertex w is a real neighbor of the vertex T . The vertex u has a real neighbor vertex v . If the vertex v is black, its inner solid edge e must be incident to a monochrome vertex neighbor to two real ×-vertices w and w . Let us assume the vertex w belongs to the region R containing the edges f and e . Since the dessin is uninodal, the ×-vertex w determines a dotted segment, at which the creation of a bridge produces a dotted cut unless the vertices w and w are connected.
In the case where the vertices w and w are real neighbors, let f be the inner bold edge incident to v , connecting it to a real vertex u . Let us assume the vertex u is white. If the region determined by the edges e and f contains an inner dotted edge, up to the creation of bridges beside the vertices w and u we can obtain a dotted cut. Otherwise, up to a monochrome modification the region R is triangular. Let w be the real neighbor vertex of v . If the vertex w is a ×-vertex followed by a dotted monochrome vertex, the creation of a bridge beside the vertex u produces a dotted cut.
It can occur the vertex u is neighbor to the vertices w and w . We will analyze this configuration as Case 2.3.
If the case when the vertex w is a ×-vertex followed by a white vertex, we can assume that w and u are connected. If the region determined by the edges e and f contains an inner dotted edge, up to the creation of bridges beside the vertices w and u we can obtain a dotted cut. Otherwise, we look at the sequence of vertices on the boundary after w and u . If the vertex u is followed by a ×-vertex and a solid monochrome vertex, it must be followed by a ×-vertex b since the dessin is bridge-free and uninodal. Up to a monochrome modification, we can construct a bridge with the edge f beside the vertex b producing a cut. If the vertex u is followed by a ×-vertex and a black vertex b, having an inner solid edge connecting to a monochrome vertex m. The destruction of the zigzag at u, elementary moves of type •-in and •-out, and the construction of a bridge bring us to a configuration where the creation of a bridge beside m with the edge e produces an axe. If the vertex b is connected by its inner solid edge to an inner ×-vertex m, after monochrome modifications we can construct bridges with the inner dotted edge of m beside w and the real white neighbor of w in order to obtain a cut.
In the case when the vertex w is monochrome, we perform elementary moves of type •-in at w and •-out along e , destroying the possible residual bridge. This corresponds to a configuration already considered.
We proceed in the same way if the edge f connects the vertex v to a monochrome vertex m and v has a monochrome solid neighbor.
Otherwise v has a real ×-vertex neighbor w determining a dotted segment. Then, either the vertex m has two real white vertices as neighbors, an elementary move of type •-in at m followed by an elementary move of type •-out (up to the creation of a bridge beside w ) and the creation of a bridge beside w produces a dotted cut; or the vertex m belongs to a monochrome component, having a white vertex with inner dotted edge, with which the creation of two dotted bridges beside w and w produces a cut.
Finally, when the vertex v is monochrome, an elementary move of type •-in at v followed by an elementary move of type •-out at w and the destruction of a possible residual bold bridge bring us to a configuration to which we iterate this process. Due to the finite number of vertices this process must stop.
Case 2.2: the vertex v has a real bold edge connecting to a monochrome vertex u, having an inner bold edge f connecting u to a vertex w. When the vertex w is monochrome, an elementary move of type •-in at u followed by an elementary move of type •-out at w bring us to Case 2.1.
If the vertex w is white and it is neighbor to a monochrome or simple ×-vertex in the region determined by the edges e and f , then the creation of a dotted bridge beside T produces a cut or a solid bridge beside the ×-vertex produces an axe, respectively. Otherwise, w is a real neighbor of T . Since the dessin is bridge-free, the vertex u has a real neighbor v = v having an inner bold edge f . If the edge f connects v to a monochrome vertex, an elementary move of type •-in at u followed by an elementary move of type •-out along f produces a solid axe.
Let us assume the edge f connects v to a white vertex w . Let e be the solid inner edge incident to v . If the edge e connects v to an inner ×-vertex w having an inner dotted edge g, then the creation of dotted bridges (if needed) beside them with g produces a dotted cut, unless the vertices w and w are real neighbors to a monochrome vertex incident to g, at which an elementary move of type •-in followed by an elementary move of type •-out at u brings us to a configuration where we can construct a zigzag determined by w .
If the edge e connects v to a monochrome vertex w , an elementary move of type •-in at u followed by an elementary move of type •-out at w brings us to a configuration where we can iterate the process. If it cycles to this configuration, we look at the sequence of real neighbor vertices of w in the region determined by the edges f and e . If the vertex w if followed by a ×-vertex and a monochrome vertex, or by a ×-vertex, a white vertex w and a monochrome vertex, then the creation of a dotted bridge beside w or the monochrome modification to connect the vertices v and w followed by the creation of a dotted bridge produce a cut. This move is admissible since otherwise w and w would be the same and the degree of the dessin would be 3. If the vertex w is followed by a zigzag, we do the same consideration in this paragraph with respect to the vertex v .
Finally, in the case where the vertices v and w are followed by zigzags with white vertices w 1 and w 2 , let us assume v to be connected to w 1 , the white vertex determining its adjacent zigzag. Let g be the inner bold edge incident to w 2 and let m be its other vertex. If the vertex m is monochrome, the creation of bold bridge with the edge f beside m allows us to proceed as when the edge f connected v to a monochrome vertex. If the vertex m is black, being connected to an inner solid edge incident to an inner ×-vertex m , then up to a monochrome modification between f and g, the vertex m belongs to the same region that w 1 and w 2 . Thus, the creation of dotted bridges with the inner edge incident to m beside w 1 and w 2 produces a cut.
If the vertex m is black being connected to a monochrome solid vertex m , which up to a monochrome modification between f and g belongs to the same region as w 1 and w 2 , then a monochrome modification between the solid inner edges of v and m brings us to a configuration already considered. Case 2.3: the edge e does not divide the dessin into two parts, one of these consisting of two triangles.
Case 2.3.1: the vertex v has a bold inner incident edge e connecting v to a white vertex v . If within the region determined by the edges e and e the vertex T has a monochrome real neighbor, having an inner dotted edge f , we can create a bridge beside v in order to obtain a cut. Otherwise, the vertex T has a white real neighbor, which up to a monochrome modification is the vertex v . Let us assume the vertex v has a real neighbor vertex u which is monochrome.
We ask for the color of the real neighbor vertex w of v. If w is a ×-vertex, then the creation of a dotted bridge with the inner edge f of u beside w forms a cut, as in Figure 9a . Otherwise w is a solid monochrome vertex, either defining a solid cut where w is connected to a segment bounded by ×-vertices, which allows us to create a bridge with f producing a cut, or w is connected to an inner ×-vertex, and after a triangulation, the configuration of the dessin is as in Figure 9b .
The vertex w has a black neighbor v with an inner solid edge g incident to a vertex w . If the vertex w is monochrome then an elementary move of type •-in on w followed by an elementary move of type •-out set us as in Figure 9c . In this case, an elementary move of type •-in followed by an elementary move of type •-out allows us to create a zigzag as in Figure 9d .
Otherwise, the vertex w is an inner ×-vertex connected to a monochrome vertex w , which can be on the segment S or on a different segment. In the former case, the creation of a dotted bridge on S with the inner dotted edge of w produces a dotted cut. In the latter case, w has two white real neighbor vertices and, up to the creation of a bold bridge, an elementary move of type •-in on w followed by an elementary move of type •-out on the bold segment of v allow us to create a zigzag, contradicting the maximality of the number of zigzag of the dessin (see Figure 9e ).
In the case where the vertex w is an inner ×-vertex connected to a white vertex, up to the creation of a bold bridge, an elementary move of type •-in, followed by an elementary move of type •-out produces a solid axe, as in Figure 9f .
Finally, the vertex w can be a solid monochrome vertex. Since the dessin is bridge-free, the vertex w has two real neighboring ×-vertices. The creation of a dotted bridge with the edge f beside the ×-vertex in its region produces a dotted cut.
Let us assume now that the vertex u is a ×-vertex. By the assumption on the present Case, it cannot be connected to the vertex v. Let w be the real neighbor vertex of v on the region containing e . If the vertex w is monochrome, having an inner solid edge f , the creation of a bridge with f beside u, followed by elementary moves of type •-in at w, •-out along f and the destruction of a possible residual bold bridge bring us to a configuration where we can iterate this process, considering that the new edge e does divide the dessin, with one connected component being formed by two triangles.
In the case when the vertex w is a ×-vertex, neighbor of a dotted monochrome vertex, this one has an inner dotted edge, with which the creation of a bridge beside u produces a cut. Instead, if the vertex w is a ×-vertex, neighbor of a white vertex w , then the vertex w has an inner bold edge f connecting it to a black vertex w . If the inner solid edge f of w belong to the same region of e , a bold monochromatic modification between e and f changes the region so the creation of a solid bridge with e beside w produces an axe. Otherwise, let w be the incident vertex of f other than w . If the vertex w is a ×-vertex, it has an inner dotted edge, with which the the creation of bridges beside the vertices u and w after the bold monochrome modification between the edges e and f produces a cut. If the vertex w is monochrome, the creation of a solid bridge with the edge e beside w produces a cut.
Case 2.3.2: the vertex v has a bold inner incident edge e connecting v to a monochrome vertex v . Assume that the vertex v has two real neighboring white vertices. Then, the region containing the edges e and e has an inner dotted edge f which, up to the creation of a bridge, is incident to a monochrome vertex neighbor to the nodal vertex T . An elementary move of type •-in on v followed by an elementary move of type •-out on the monochrome of the edge f brings us to Case 2.3.1, as seen in the see Figure 9a .
If the vertex v has a bold inner incident edge e connecting v to a monochrome vertex v belonging to a bold monochrome component with only one white vertex b having an inner dotted edge f . Then we look at the real neighbor w of v by a solid edge. Either the vertex w is a ×-vertex and the construction of bridges (if necessary) with the edge f beside w and T produces a cut, or the vertex w is monochrome and an elementary move of type •-in at w followed by an elementary move of type •-out at v bring us to Case 2.1. Proposition 2.8. A hyperbolic uninodal real dessin D of degree higher than 3 is weakly equivalent either to the gluing of dessins of smaller degree, or to the gluing of two real edges of a dessin D . In both cases, the gluing corresponds to a dotted cut.
Proof. Let D be a hyperbolic uninodal dessin and let T be the nodal vertex of D. Due to Corollary 2.3 and Proposition 2.6 we can assume that the dessin D is bridge-free and has no inner white vertex. The vertex T is connected to an inner black vertex b, which is connected to inner ×-vertices v 1 and v 2 , each connected to a monochrome vertex u 1 and u 2 , respectively.
Case 1: the vertices u 1 and u 2 have a common real neighboring white vertex. Since the degree is greater than 3 at least one of the vertices u 1 or u 2 has no common real neighboring vertex with T . Let us assume u 1 has no common real neighboring vertex with T . An elementary move of type •-in at u 1 produces an inner white vertex w which up to a monochrome modification is connected via two different inner bold edges to b. In this setting, the creation of a dotted bridge near T with an inner dotted edge of w followed by an elementary move of type •-out sending w next to the vertex T produces a dotted cut in a dessin without inner white vertices.
Case 2: the vertices u 1 and u 2 have no common real neighboring vertex. Case 2.1: at least one of the vertices u 1 or u 2 has two real white neighboring vertices. Let us assume that u 1 has two real white neighboring vertices. An elementary move of type •-in at u 1 produces an inner white vertex w which up to a monochrome modification is connected via two different inner bold edges to b. In this setting, the creation of a dotted bridge near u 2 with an inner dotted edge of w followed by an elementary move of type •-out sending w next to the vertex u 2 produces a dotted cut in a dessin without inner white vertices.
Case 2.2: every vertex u i , i = 1, 2, belongs to a component with only one essential vertex. Let w be the white vertex in the real component of u 1 . Up to a monochrome modification the vertex w is connected to b such that b, v 1 , w form a triangle. In this setting, the vertices v 1 and u 2 belong to the same region. Creating a dotted bridge near u 2 with the inner dotted edge of v 1 produces a dotted cut.
3. Real pointed quartic curves 3.1. Hirzebruch surfaces. From now on we consider ruled surfaces with the Riemann sphere B ∼ = CP 1 as base curve. The Hirzebruch surfaces Σ n are toric surfaces geometrically ruled over the Riemann sphere, determined up to isomorphism of complex surfaces by a parameter n ∈ N. They are minimal except for Σ 1 , which is isomorphic to CP 2 blown up in a point. The surface Σ n is defined by the local charts U 0 × CP 1 and
The exceptional section is the section at infinity E such that S . Performing a positive Nagata transformation on Σ n results in a geometrically ruled surface isomorphic to Σ n+1 (since the exceptional divisor decreases its self-intersection by one). Likewise, a negative Nagata transformation on Σ n (n > 0) results in a geometrically ruled surface isomorphic to Σ n−1 .
Setting (C * ) 2 ⊂ Σ, the trigonal curve C can be described by a polynomial in two variables f (z, w) = q 0 (z)w 3 + q 1 (z)w 2 + q 2 (z)w + q 3 (z) in which q 0 determines the intersection with the exceptional fiber. If the trigonal curve C is proper, then q 0 must be constant. We can suppose q 0 equal to 1. Up to affine transformations of C, we can set the sum of the roots of f (z, ·) equal to 0, resulting in the Weiertraß equation
Since C is a trigonal curve, then is a rational function of degree 6n if the curve is generic (i.e., the polynomials q 2 and q 3 have no zeros in common).
3.1.1. Relation with plane curves. Let A ⊂ CP 2 be a reduced algebraic curve with a distinguished point of multiplicity deg(A) − 3 such that A does not have linear components passing through P . The blow-up of CP 2 at P is isomorphic to Σ 1 . The strict transform of A is a trigonal curve C A := A ⊂ Σ 1 , called the trigonal model of the curve A. A minimal proper model of A consists of a proper model of C A and markings corresponding to the images of the improper fibers of C A by the Nagata transformations.
3.1.2. Real algebraic plane curves of degree 3. Let A ⊂ CP 2 be a real smooth cubic. Let p ∈ CP 2 a real point which does not belong to A and let B ∼ = CP 1 ⊂ CP 2 be a real line which does not pass through p. The pencil of lines passing through p can be parametrized by B, mapping every line L p to L ∩ B. The blow-up of CP 2 at p is isomorphic to a real geometrically ruled surface over B. The strict transform of A is a real proper trigonal curve C ⊂ Σ 1 (since it is proper, it is already a minimal proper model for A). Since the real structures are naturally compatible, we associate to C its real dessin Dssn(C) c on the quotient of B ∼ = CP 1 by the complex conjugation. Up to elementary equivalence, all the possible dessins are shown on Figure 11 . They are named by either their type (cf. Definition 1.39) and the number of zigzags they possess (in the non-hyperbolic case, cf. Definition 1.13) or by H in the case of the hyperbolic cubic. Up to weak equivalence there are only three classes of cubics, namely the ones of type I, type II and the hyperbolic one, Figure 10 . A real plane cubic with two zigzags and one oval, and its pencil of lines seen in Σ 1 . 
II 0 H Figure 11 . Classes of cubic dessins up to elementary equivalence.
corresponding to the rigid isotopy classification of couples (A, p) of real cubic curves and one additional point of the plane outside A.
3.2.
Real pointed quartic curves. Let A be a curve of degree 4 in RP 2 , and let p ∈ RA be a point.
Consider the geometrically ruled surface Σ 1 ∼ = Bl p (CP 2 ) −→ CP 1 which is the blow-up at the point p of the complex projective plane. Assume that p ∈ A is smooth. Then, the strict transform of CA ⊂ CP 2 is a trigonal curve C ⊂ Σ 1 . The intersection of the exceptional divisor E with the strict transform C consists of one point. Geometrically, it represents the tangent line T p A to A at p. Performing the Nagata transformation on the intersection point q ∈ E ∩ C ⊂ Σ 1 transforms C into a proper trigonal curve C ⊂ Σ 2 . Since the fiber of C ⊂ Σ 1 −→ CP 1 passing through q intersects C in two other points, the trigonal curve C has a singular point.
For a curve of even degree in RP 2 we say that an oval is even if it lies inside an even number of other ovals. Otherwise, it is called odd. Harnack's innequality states that the number of components of a non-singular curve of degree d in RP We say that a curve is maximal if it has the maximal number of connected components in RP 2 . Consider coordinates such that RP 2 \ T p A ∼ = R 2 . If there exist a connected component of the image of A \ T p A such that it is contain in the convex hull of the remaining connected components, we say that the components of A are not in convex position with respect to T p A.
We are interested in the moduli space of real pointed quartic curves. Therefore, we impose genericity conditions on the couple (A, p), namely we assume the curve A to be smooth and we assume the point p to be a point of A such that the tangent line of A at p intersects A in two other distinct points. Equivalently, the tangent line of A at p is not a bitangent of A and p is not an inflection point of A. This condition corresponds to the genericity condition for the Weierstraß coefficients sections presented in Definition 1.4 within trigonal curves with a nodal point. Proposition 3.1 (Classification of degree 6 uninodal toiles). The weak equivalence class of a degree 6 uninodal toile is determined by its number of ovals, its type, the nature of the segment containing the only singular ×-vertex, and for the type I dessins, on the type I labeling of the singular ×-vertex, as shown in Tables 1 to 5. Proof. Let v be the nodal ×-vertex. If v is a non-isolated nodal ×-vertex, let S be the dotted segment containing v and let S 1 , S 2 be the connected components of S \ {v}. Up to weak equivalence, the set of parities of the numbers of white vertices in S 1 , S 2 is an invariant.
Due to Proposition 2.7, a uninodal toile of degree 6 is the gluing of two cubics via a dotted cut or an axe. If the gluing is via an axe, the residual dessins are non-singular cubics as in Figure 11 . The image of v in a residual cubic is a simple ×-vertexṽ. Up to weak equivalence, a zigzag of the cubic that does not intersect the gluing can be neglected. Hence, it is enough to consider the cubics I 1 and II 1 with the ×-vertices marked with 1 and 2. Not every dessin can be obtain as a decomposition as gluing of cubics via an axe. If the gluing is via a dotted cut, one residual dessin is non-singular and the other one is uninodal. A gluing of dessins is of type I if and only if its residual dessins are of type I and the labelling is coherent at the gluing. Assembling all possible combinations of dessins in the described manner and grouping them by weak equivalence classes yields to the classification of degree 6 uninodal toiles.
Theorem 3.2 (Classification of generic real pointed quartic curves).
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the weak equivalence classes of degree 6 uninodal toiles and the chambers of generic real pointed quartic curves in their moduli space, given by the figures in Tables 1 to 5. Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 1.34 and the fact that creating/destroying a zigzag are deformations that remain within the rigid isotopy class. Every weak equivalence class found in Proposition 3.1 corresponds to a rigid isotopy class of generic real pointed quartic curves (A, p).
A dessin is hyperbolic if and only if every line passing through p intersects A in four real points, counted with multiplicities. This only occurs if RA consist of two nested ovals and p belongs to the odd oval. An oval of the dessin that do not containt the nodal ×-vertex v corresponds to an oval of the curve A that does not contain p and does not intersect the tangent line T p A.
If the vertex v belongs to a solid segment, the tangent line T p A intersects A \ {p} at two complex conjugated points that become a nodal point on the proper trigonal curve associated to A after the contraction in the Nagata transformation.
Otherwise, the vertex v belong to a dotted segment S. When the two connected components of S \ {v} have an even number of white vertices, the segment S corresponds to an oval of the curve A that do not contain p and intersects the tangent line T p A. A connected component of S \ {v} with an odd number of white vertices represents a connected component α of A \ T p A such that p belongs to the closureᾱ and for every q ∈ α the line passing through p and q intersects A in four real points.
There are two weakly equivalence classes of degree 6 uninodal toiles with three ovals such that v belongs to a solid segment. Their type I labeling of the singular ×-vertex is different. An oval of a dessin can be arbitrarily close to the long component if there exists a zigzag such that they have simple ×-vertices adjacent to a same solid monochrome vertex, or if there exists an inner simple ×-vertex adjacent to a dotted monochrome vertex that divides the dotted segment of the oval in two connected components, at least one having an odd number of white vertices. In the dessin D in Table 5 , two ovals can be arbitrarily close to the long component, while in the dessin D in Table 5 only one oval can be arbitrarily close to the long component. The long component of such dessins corresponds to the oval of A containing p. Hence, the connected components of A \ T p A are in a convex position for the dessin D, and they are not in a convex position for the dessin D . 
